
Grove Road Primary School
Year 4‘s Autumn Term 2 Newsletter

Welcome to Year 4! We hope you had a wonderful half term and are looking forward to the next half term
ahead. Here is some information you might need for Year Four this half term.

Teachers: Miss Higby, Miss Hillier, Miss Meedin, Miss Stevens
TAs: Miss Lucas, Mrs Hazell, Mrs Rouse, Mrs Forrest, Mrs Johnson

2nd Half of Autumn Term

Geography Comparison to European
region in a European

country

Comparing a European region to a region in the UK

Science Animals including humans Knowledge Organiser - Animals Including Humans.pdf

D&T Interactive storybooks The children will evaluate a variety of different interactive
storybooks before creating their own. They will explore the
mechanisms used within interactive story books before choosing
which to use on their storybook.

RE Sources of wisdom Beliefs and Practices:
To describe, make connections and reflect on some religious
and non-religious worldviews studied, using specific religious
vocabulary about how celebrations and key moments in life
are marked by different communities
Sources of wisdom:
Show awareness, respond to and interpret a range of stories,
sacred writings and sources of wisdom, recognising and
understanding the impact within different communities and
on individual believers
Symbols and actions:
Explain how a range of beliefs, symbolic expressions and
actions (verbal and non-verbal) can communicate meaning to
individual followers. Describe some similarities between
communities.
Ultimate Questions:Why do people express religious
beliefs?
Respond to a range of challenging ‘if’ and ‘why’ questions about
making sense of the world, expressing personal reflections

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H4l6OZGxQY5mTX4vA6v2tUIb7BQjxoes/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gdI3y-CVXK1X6cvZauVYpKE5ROEnx4sx/view?usp=sharing


PSHE Valuing difference Children will be able to:

● Understand the need to manage conflict or differences and
suggest ways of doing this, through negotiation and
compromise.

● List some of the ways that people are different to each
other (including differences of race, gender, religion);

● Suggest strategies for dealing with someone who is
behaving aggressively.

● Define the word respect and demonstrate ways of showing
respect to others' differences.

● Understand and identify stereotypes, including those
promoted in the media.

● Recognise that they have different types of relationships
with people they know (e.g. close family, wider family,
friends, acquaintances);

MFL Pets In this unit the children will learn how to:
● Repeat, recognise and attempt to spell the eight nouns

(including the correct article for each) for pets in French.
● Tell somebody in French if they have or do not have a pet.
● Ask somebody else in French if they have a pet.
● Tell somebody in French the name of their pet.
● Learn to create a longer phrase using the connectives ET

(“and”) or MAIS (“but”)

Computing Creative Media - Audio
Editing

Learners will identify the input device (microphone) and output
devices (speaker or headphones) required to work with sound
digitally. Learners will discuss the ownership of digital audio and
the copyright implications of duplicating the work of others. In
order to record audio themselves, learners will use Audacity to
produce a podcast, which will include editing their work, adding
multiple tracks, and opening and saving the audio files. Finally,
learners will evaluate their work and give feedback to their
peers.

PE Handball

Gymnastic

Knowledge organiser: Handball
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Han
dball-KO-Yr-4.pdf

Knowledge organiser: Gymnastics
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Gym
nastics-KO-Yr-4-NEWi.pdf

Maths Multiplication and Division
facts (Counting and 6s,

7s, 9s, 25s, 1000s)
Factor pairs

Problem solving Measures
Multiplying and dividing by

10 and 100
Calculating time

Knowledge Organisers:

Year 4 Multiplication and Division Maths Knowledge Organ…
Year 4 Time Maths Knowledge Organiser.pdf
Year 4 Addition and Subtraction Maths Knowledge Organi…

English Fiction:
Defeat the monster tale

Non-Fiction:
Discussion

Defeat the monster tale:
Y4 will begin the unit by internalising a model text similar to
Beowulf. They will dive deeper into understanding the underlying
patterns, structure and language features of a ‘Defeat the
monster tale’ They will develop their language and sentence
structures before creating their own tale. This will continue to
follow our ‘Talk for  Writing’ learning sequence.

Discussion:
Y4 will begin the unit by internalising a model text. They will dive
deeper into understanding the underlying patterns, structure and
language features of a ‘Discussion’ text They will develop their

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cEAYfYu-jz-bwt4LPofP4vBMiNxysws5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zr4jQZf5jQn48YOXW5FdSHgOZmvLuA-j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14HfEqvs26gD3hlaOm8wAbkBhA68BRHlu/view?usp=sharing
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Handball-KO-Yr-4.pdf
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Handball-KO-Yr-4.pdf
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Gymnastics-KO-Yr-4-NEWi.pdf
https://primarypeplanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Gymnastics-KO-Yr-4-NEWi.pdf


language and sentence structures before creating their own
Discussion text. This will continue to follow our ‘Talk for  Writing’
learning sequence.

PE and Sports:
Our PE days are on Wednesday and Friday. Please make sure you have a kit in school which is suitable
for outdoor and indoor sport. Please ensure all items are named. Kit should go home at the end of every

week to be washed.

Reminder:
Please make sure that children bring in their black indoor shoes, their outdoor shoes and a named water

bottle every day.

Home Learning
Home learning will be posted on our google classroom each week. For those without access we will

arrange for a paper copy to be sent home.

Home Learning Timetable

Task set Due in Expectations

Reading Reading Records will be checked on a weekly basis
by the class teacher or teaching assistant.

To read or share a text at least x5 a
week (digital or a hard copy)

Short Writing
Task

Tasks are set weekly and
sent out on a Wednesday

To be returned into school
by the Monday of the
following week

Completed in their Writing Home
Learning books, with a focus on
handwriting and letter formation.

Maths Tasks are set weekly and
sent out on a Wednesday

To be returned into school
by the Monday of the
following week

The focus will be on learning their
times tables up to 12x12 and a recall
of facts at speed. They will use Times
Table Rockstars
https://ttrockstars.com/ or Mathsframe
https://mathsframe.co.uk/
At least three times a week.

Knowledge
Organisers

To be sent out at the beginning of the half term.
Knowledge Organisers will cover a range of subjects
being taught e.g. Science, History, RE, Geography etc

Learn the information on the
Knowledge Organiser. Quiz and test
each other  at home to retrieve key
information from memory.

https://ttrockstars.com/
https://mathsframe.co.uk/

